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ABSTRACT—The basic embryonic program in mammalian sexual differentiation is inherently femi-

nine. The presence of a gene on the Y chromosome diverts the basic program into male pathway.

Recently, a candidate for the gene on the Y chromosome has been almost certainly identified. This

review summarizes the H-Y antigen hypothesis, zinc finger protein and current state of knowledge on

the nature and function of TDF and Tdy.

INTRODUCTION

Sexual differentiation in mammals can be

viewed as a sequential and ordered process as

formulated by Jost [1] (Fig. 1). Each step in this

process is dependent on the preceeding one. It

begins with the establishment of genetic (chromo-

somal) sex and gradually proceeds during long

period covering from fetal life to puberty.

GENETIC SEX

GONADALSEX

PHENOTYPICSEX

Fig. 1. Jost formulation of sequential event in mamma-
lian sexual differentiation.

In mammals, the female is called as the homo-

gametic sex because she has two X chromosomes,

and produces the ovum which possesses a single X
chromosome. On the other hand, the male is

refered to as the heterogametic sex because he has

an X and Y chromosome and produces two
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populations of sperm, one X-bearing and the other

Y-bearing. Genetic sex is therefore determined at

the moment of fertilization, depending on whether

an X or Y-bearing sperm fuses with the ovum.

Gonadal (primary) sex is determined by the gene-

tic sex. Once the gonads have completed dif-

ferentiation, the gonadal sex in turn dictates phe-

notypic (somatic) sex. Our understanding of phe-

notypic sex differentiation comes largely from the

classic experiments of Jost etal. [2]. They demons-

trated that male phenotype was induced by secre-

tions from the fetal testes while their absence

resulted in female phenotype. Nowtwo hormones

essential for male development are well characte-

rized: an androgenic steroid produced by the

Leydig cells, testosterone, which is responsible for

virilization of the internal and external genitalia,

and a glycoprotein produced by the Sertoli cells,

anti-Miillerian hormone (AMH), which causes re-

gression of Miillerian ducts [3]. Sexual differentia-

tion of the brain also occurs in fetal or neonatal life

under influence of testosterone. Sexual dimorph-

ism culminating at puberty is elaborated by the

action of gonadal sex hormones.

It has been perceived that the basic program of

mammalian sexual differentiation is inherently

feminine. The gonadal primordium is program-

med to develop into the ovary. In the presence of

the Y chromosome, however, the gonadal primor-

dium organizes the testis instead of the ovary. In
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mammals, the only genetic difference between the

two sexes is represented by the Y chromosome,

which is male-specific. Although only the female

has two X chromosome, the disparity in the num-

ber of X chromosome between the two sexes is

compensated by the X inactivation mechanism [4].

Occasionally individuals with wrong number of sex

chromosomes are born mostly owing to the nondis-

junction of sex chromosomes during the meiotic

division of the germ cell. In humans, individuals

with sex chromosome constitution XY, XXY,
XXXY and even XXXXY develop as men and

those with XO, XX and XXXdevelop as women.

That is, no matter how many X chromosome are

present, the testis will develop in the presence of at

least one Y chromosome [5]. It thus became

apparent that Y chromosome contains a determi-

nant that is essential for the development of the

testis, the testis-determining gene. If the gonadal

primordium develops into the testis, the program

of phenotypic sex differentiation is diverted to that

of male development not by direct gene action but

by hormones produced by the testis.

The development of the gonadal primordia into

the testes (testis determination) is a crucial event

in mammalian sex differentiation, and thus the

testis-determining gene is thought to be a major

regulatory gene that are responsible for diverting

the basic feminine program into that of male

development. Although analyses of structural

abnormalities in the human Y chromosome have

suggested that the testis-determining gene is lo-

cated on the short arm, virtually nothing was

known about either the nature or the function of

this gene until recently. Very recently, candidates

for this gene in humans and mice have been almost

certainly identified [6, 7]. It has been also demon-

strated that this gene alone can induce testis dif-

ferentiation and subsequent male development

when introduced in XX female mouse embryos [8].

This review will summarize current state of knowl-

edge on the primary sex determination in mam-

mals including historical aspect of the research.

MORPHOLOGICALASPECTSOF GONADAL
DIFFERENTIATION

The gonadal primordia of the male and female,

the gonadal ridges, have a common origin and the

bipotentiality that can develop as either the testis

or the ovary. They appear as thickening on the

ventral cranical surface of each mesonephros, the

second of the three consecutive nephroic struc-

tures, early in fetal life, consisting of the coelomic

epithelium and the underlying mesenchymal tissue

supported by the developing mesonephric tissue.

They are morphologically indistinguishable be-

tween the two sexes and thus called the indifferent

gonad. The primordial germ cells (PGCs), the

progenitors of the germ cells, are of extra-gonadal

origin and later in development migrate in the

gonadal ridges [9]. The gonadal differentiation

begins when the migration of PGCs from the yolk

sac through the tissues of the hindgut and the

dorsal mesentery has completed. In general, histo-

logical differentiation of the fetal testis precedes

that of the fetal ovary, depending on the species,

by days to weeks. The early gonadal primordia

consists of the migrant germ cells and somatic cells

of three different tissues: coelomic epithelium,

mesenchyme and mesonephric tissues. Although

there is still a controversy about mesonephric

origin of somatic cells in the gonadal primordia

[10], histological and ultrastructural observations

with high resolution techniques of early stage of

the developing gonad favor the view that substan-

tial population of gonadal somatic cells is derived

from the mesonephros [11]. During gonadal

growth the migrant germ cells divide mitotically

and move into the underlying gonadal blastema

where cells stream in from the coelomic epithelium

and the mesonephric tissue. The developmental

fate of gonads seems to be determined by the

well-controlled interaction of the germ cells with

the different cell type of somatic blastema in the

gonad [12]. The first morphological sign of sexual

diffentiation in the fetal gonad is the formation of

the testicular cords in the male. Primordial Sertoli

cells emerged out of the intermingling blastema

aggregate and enclose the germ cells into the cords

[13]. Once incorporated into the cords, prolifera-

tion of germ cells is suppressed and differentiation

beyond the spermatogonia! stage is arrested. The

testicular cords are separated from the surround-

ing blastema by a distinct basal lamina, thus creat-

ing intracordal germ cell compartment. Through-
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out differentiation the cords retain connection with

mesonephric cell mass which gradually form the

rete testis. The coelomic epithelium transforms

into an epithlium with the basal lamina and simul-

taneuously the testicular cords retract from the

testicular surface. An area of loose mesenchymal

tissue left between them develops into the tunica

albuginea. The Leydig cells differentiate in the

extracordal compartment shortly after the testicu-

lar cords have formed.

In contrast to the early development of the fetal

testis, the internal organization of the female

gonad remains indifferent and the sexual dif-

ferentiation starts at a later stage with species-

dependent variation. After a period of rapid

proliferation, female germ cells enter the meiosis.

The presence of the germ cells initiating meiosis is

the characterstic feature of a differentiating female

gonad in most mammals. The male germ cells do

not start meiosis at this time. However, initiation

of meiosis is not the first sign of ovarian dif-

ferentiation. Two types of early ovarian dif-

ferentiation is recognized, depending on the

period separating gonadal sex differentiation and

onset of meiosis. In female of some species, such

as mouse and rat, the germ cells enter the first

meiotic prophase simultaneously with or shortly

after morphological sex differentiation. Their

ovaries appear compact with the germ cells uni-

formly distributed throughout the ovarian tissues.

On the other hand, the initiation of meiosis is more

or less delayed with respect to the ovarian dif-

ferentiation in females of other species, such as

sheep and pig. In such ovaries the germ cells

become enclosed in cell cords almost simul-

taneously with the formation of testicular cords in

the testis, but the cell cords begin to break up in

the central part of the ovary by the end of the

delayed period. The invading mesonephric cells

push the germ cells from the central area of the

developing ovary toward the periphery, thereby

forming an ovarian cortex populated with germ

cells and a medulla consisting mainly of

mesonephric cells. When each oocyte reaches the

diplotene stage of meiosis, it becomes surrounded

by pregranulosa cells supplied by the somatic

blastema, and a primodial follicle is formed. The
follicle is equivalent to the testicular cords in that

both structures enclose and separate the germ cells

from the surrounding environment, providing a

unique compartment for the germ cells to differ-

entiate and maturate.

Different experiments indicate that the germ

cells may be not necessary for gonadal develop-

ment and differentiation. Selective elimination of

PGCswith busulphan in the rat does not interfere

with all morphogenetic events occuring in a normal

gonad [14]. Mutant mice homozygous for a genetic

mutation (steel) are deficient in germ cells because

of a failure of the germ cells to proliferate. They

can form well-developed testicular cords consisting

of Sertoli cells only [15]. Hence, it appears that the

gonadal somatic cells can organize into a testis or

an ovary irrespective of the presence or absence of

the germ cells.

GANADALSEX DETERMINATION
ANDY CHROMOSOME

As described above, gonadal sex in mammals is

normally determined by the genetic sex. The

ganadal sex of fishes, amphibians and birds is

known to be changeable by applying sex steroid

hormones during early stages of differentiation,

although becoming increasingly resistant as the

vertebrate evolution has advanced [16-18]. The

gonadal sex of mammals is, however, highly

stable, once it has been determined by the genetic

sex, and the sex steroid hormones have essentially

no effect on the gonads of eutherian mammals,

although there are reports which indicate that

estrogen can induce a sex reversal of the testis in

the newborn male of the marsupials. Mammalian

embryos of both sexes are destined to develop in

the mother's wombdominated by female sex hor-

mones. It is appropriate, therefore, that the

embryonic gonads are designed to be independent

of these hormones.

In 1959, the Y chromosome was for the first time

shown to carry a male-determining factor by the

finding in both human [19, 20] and mouse [21] that

XXY individual was male while XOindividual was

female. Cytogenetic studies have shown that the

human Y chromosome consists of an euchromatic

and of a heterochromatic portion. The former

comprises the entire short and the proximal long
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arm; the latter the centromeric region and the

distal long arm [22]. Many structural abnormality

of the human Y chromosome have been detected

by cytogenetic studies. Correlations of these

abnormal karyotype with the phenotype have re-

vealed that male-determinng factor is located in

the pericentric region of the short arm of the Y [5,

23]. It has been widely assumed that male-

determining factor in the mouse is located on the

proximal region of the long arm of the Y, but very

recently its location on the minute short arm of the

Y has been confirmed by in situ hybridization with

a specific DNA probe [24, 25]. As described

earlier, the basic embryonic plan of mammals is

inherently feminine. The diversion of this plan is

carried out by the male-determining factor on the

Y chromosome which directs the embryonic in-

different gonad to organize the testis instead of the

ovary. The testis then secretes testosterone, which

induces male accessory glands and ducts, and all

other masculine secondary sex characteristics.

Therefore, the male-determining factor has been

regarded as a master regulatory gene (genes) posi-

tioned at the top of a hierarchy consisting of a

number of the regulatory genes involved in

mammalian sex differentiation. Since all that the

Y-encoded regulatory element do is to direct the

indifferent gonad to develop as a testis, they have

been named TDF (testis-determining factor) in

humans and Tdy (testis-determining gene-Y

chromosome) in mice, respectively. In what fol-

lows I shall refer to them as Tdy unless in the

specificed case.

It would be reasonalbe to assume that mamma-
lian sex determination and differentiation involve

either directly or indirectly a large number of

genes, but they should be controlled by a series of

genetic regulatory systems that consitute an order-

ly hierarchy. Based on the above thinking, Ohno
has put forward an attractive theory concenrning

the genetic basis of mammalian sexual develop-

ment [26, 27]. The mammalian embryo has an

inherent tendency to develop a female. The male

development is due to two-step interventions by

two major regulatory genes: the first for the gonad-

al sex determination, which is on the Y chromo-

some (Tdy) and the second for the phenotypic sex

differentiation, which is on the X chromosome.

As described above, development of male extra-

gonadal characters is induced mostly by testoster-

one secreted by the testis. Evidence for direct

involvement of the X-linked gene in the develop-

ment of male phenotype has came from a mutation

of the relevant gene in the mouse [28]. The

affected XY mice, carrying Tdy, have organized

normal testosterone-producing testes, but do not

show further masculine development, thus exhibit-

ing externally female phenotype known as testicu-

lar feminization (Tfm). The Tfm mutation renders

all the target cells completely nonresponsive to

androgens [29]. According to the current concept

of how androgen acts within target cells, the

androgens entered into the cells bind to a specific

cytoplasmic receptor proteins. Subsequently

androgen-receptor protein complexes move into

the nucleus, where they associate with specific

binding sites (hormone responsive elements) on

the chromosome and promote the transcription of

tissue-specific genes [30]. Further studies on the

Tfm mice have revealed that the nonresponsive-

ness is due to a mutational deficiency of the

androgen receptor proteins specified by the Tfm

locus on the X chromosome [31].

In general, all genetic defects in the process

essential to life like morphogenesis are expected to

cause lethal abnormalities followed by abortion.

However, the defects in sexual development are

only an exception, because normal sexual develop-

ment is essential only to the survival of the species

and not to the life of individuals. It follows then

that individuals with various abnormalities in sex-

ual development are found in different species.

The analysis of these individuals, particularly those

resulting from a single gene mutation, has pro-

vided us with important clue in defining the genes

and gene products involved in normal sexual de-

velopment. Indeed, the Tfm mutation in mice has

greatly contributed to assign the primary regula-

tory gene responsible for extragonadal sexual dif-

ferentiation to the X-linked Tfm locus and also to

define the product of the Tfm gene as an androgen

receptor protein. On the other hand, as noted

above, Tdy represents a master regulatory gene

which switchs on the program toward male de-

velopment. Therefore, any mutational defects

rendering Tdy nonfunctional are equivalent to its
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absence, resulting in development of externally

normal female without clue as to either the nature

or mode of function of the product specified by

Tdy. Although the existence of Tdy on the Y
chromosome was widely accepted, no relevant

mutation has been found until very recently and

the nature and product of the gene has been the

speculative subject. It was H-Y antigen that was

introducted as the first candidate of the protein

specified by Tdy.

H-Y ANTIGENHYPOTHESIS

In 1955, Eichwald and Silmser found an unex-

pected phenomenon that in a highly inbred strain

of mice skin grafts from males to females were

rejected whereas the grafts exchanged between all

other sex combination survived indefinitely [32,

33]. These male skin grafts were rejected slowly

compared with grafts from major histocompatibil-

ity complex (MHC)-incompatible donors. The

only genetic difference between males and females

within a highly inbred strain is confined to the

presence of the Y chromosome in males. For this

reason, the rejection was attributed to a 'weak'

transplantation antigen specified by a 'minor' his-

tocompatibility locus on the Y chromosome. This

antigen became known as the H-Y (histocompati-

bility-Y) antigen [34]. It is ubiquitously expressed

in various cell type of all the males, but absent

from those of normal females [35]. Since such a

weak antigen can be demonstrated only within

inbred strain, subsequent studies of H-Y antigen

have been confined largely to the mouse.

When antigen enters the body, two different

types of immunological reaction occur generally:

one is the synthesis and release of antibody

(humoral immunity); the other is the generation of

specifically sensitized T cells, e.g., helper T cells

(T h ) and cytotoxic T cells (T c ) (cell-mediated

immunity). Mismatch for the minor histocompat-

ibility antigen elicits graft rejection concomitanly

with the generation of the sensitized T cells, but it

has been very difficult to raise antibodies to them.

However, in the case of H-Y antigen, antibody

response was found in the first of the two re-

sponses. Goldberg et al. [36] demonstrated female

mice which had rejected several male skin grafts

produced H-Y antibodies and the potency of the

antiserum could be determined by the cytotoxicity

(killing) against mouse spermatozoa in the pre-

sence of complement. Antimale (anti-H-Y) speci-

ficity of the antibodies was ascertained by the

absorption test: when either male or female cells

were mixed with the antisera, male and not female

cells could specifically remove the cyotoxicity for

spermatozoa. Shortly thereafter, Scheid et al. [37]

developed a cytotoxicity test using male and

female epidermal cells prepared from mouse tail

skin as target cells. H-Y antibody specifically kills

male but not female epidermal cells in the pre-

sence of complement. Subsequently, for reasons

of technical convenience, H-Y antibodies were

raised by repeated injections of female inbred mice

or rats with syngeneic male cells at weekly inter-

vals. Except spermatozoa, male epidermal cells

and 8-cell XYembryos [38], all other types of male

cells were not susceptible to lysis by H-Y antibody,

but the presence of H-Y antigen on their cell

membranes was proved by the absorption test.

Once the cytotoxicity test was developed it became

possible to examine the expression of H-Y antigen

on cells of other animal species by the absorption

test. Wachtel et al. [39] demonstrated that male

cells from several mammalian species (rat, guinea

pig, rabbit and man) had H-Y components anti-

genically related to H-Y antigen of the mouse

whereas female of these species possessed no

cross-reactive components. In subsequent studies

extending their survery to classes other than mam-
mals, they found the occurrence of a cross reactive

component in the chicken and in two amphibian

species [40]. Interestingly, in chickens and in

species of frogs in which the female is the hetero-

gametic sex (male and female are refered to as ZZ
and ZW, respectively), the situation was reversed

in that female cells now absorbed murine H-Y
antibody. These results have indicated that the cell

surface component which evokes production of

H-Y antibody in the female mouse is highly con-

served in vertebrate evolution. An important

lesson which we have learned from the primary

structure of functional protein is that genes of

fundamental importance are seldom permitted to

undergo evolutionary change in the active sites of

the proteins for which they code. Accordingly, the
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evolutionary conservation of the H-Y antigen indi-

cates that this antigen is not a minor histocompat-

ibility antigen, but rather a molecule that has been

performing the invariant and important function

during the past few hundred million years. The

H-Y antigen is invariantly associated with the

heterogametic sex, that is, either the Y or the W
chromosome, signifying that the function is sex-

related. Ubiquitous expression of the antigen on

male cells can be attributed to the constitutive

expression of the H-Y gene that will not be con-

trolled by other regulatory genes. In 1957, Mosco-

na showed that a suspension of individual cells

dissociated from embryonic organs in a rotation

culture could autonomously reconstitute the orga-

nized structure characteristic for the organ from

which those cells were derived [41]. The similar

type of experiments subsequently performed with

a variety of organs have supported the view that

the information necessary for organogenesis is

carried by the plasma membrane protein or gly-

coprotein of individual component cells. Inter-

action between the surface of somatic cells and

germ cells also seems essential for the organization

of testicular structure. When intact viable cells are

injected into animals, those proteins (or the sugar

moieties of glycoprotein) can be recognized as the

cell surface antigen, resulting in production of the

antibodies directed for them. Based on these

consideration, Wachtel et al. [42] have proposed

that H-Y antigen is the long sought-after product

of the Tdy of mammals. In the recent review [43],

Ohno, one of proposers, describes in retrospect

that, in addition to the above consideration, they

has also the following realization: The testis and

the ovary are really two sides of the same coin.

Thus, it appeared that a single species of male-

specific plasma membrane antigen should suffice to

divert the inherent inclination of embryonic in-

different gonads toward ovarian differentiation

and cause their testicular development.

The proposed identity of H-Y antigen and the

product of the Tdy was tested on a considerable

variety of exceptional individuals whose gonadal

sex do not agree with their chromosomal sex [44,

45]. The proposal predicts the following: any

individual who possesses testes in spite of the

apparent absence of the Y chromosome should

express H-Y antigen on his cells; on the contrary,

any individual who has ovaries in spite of the

apparent presence of the Y chromosome should be

H-Y antigen negative on her cells. A series of

absorption tests performed on such exceptional

individuals yielded no exception from the above

expectation. HowH-Y antigen works in testicular

organization was examined by two types of in vitro

culture systems: one by Moscona-type aggregation

systems of dissociated gonadal cells from murine

neonates [46, 47] and the other by organ culture

system of bovine fetal indifferent gonads. Dissoci-

ated individual gonadal cells of murine neonates

reorganized histotypic aggregates in the rotation

culture: testicular cells formed tubules-like struc-

tures; ovarian cells reorganized follicle-like struc-

tures. It has been found that in the presence of

their antibodies in excess, most, if not all, of the

plasma membrane antigens gather over one pole of

the cell, namely, cause "capping". Since capped

antigens are engulfed and digested by the cell, its

plasma membrane becomes temporally void of

particular antigen (lysostripping phenomenon)

[48]. Testicular cells, lysostripped of H-Y antigen

by this method, reorganized follicle-like aggre^

gates while ovarian cells in the presence of pre-

sumptive H-Y antigen partially formed tubule-

like aggregates. Daudi cells, a human male Burkitt

lymphoma cell line, have been found to excrete a

component capable of absorbing the H-Y antibody

of mice into the culture medium due to the de-

ficiency of HLA antigen expression [49]. Organ

culture of bovine XX embryonic indifferent

gonads in the presence of the H-Y component

from Daudi cells induced very precocious testicu-

lar organogenesis [50]. The proposal that the Tdy

specifies H-Y antigen was supported by these

experimental evidences and initially seemed to be

plausible. However, appearance of a mutant in

mice delivered a fatal blow to the proposal. Before

dealing with the fatal blow against the proposal, it

will be better to touch on the problems concerning

H-Y serology, and the identity of H-Y transplanta-

tion antigen and the antigen detected by serologi-

cal assay.
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H-Y TRANSPLANTATIONANTIGEN
ANDSDMANTIGEN

There are technical difficulties associated with

cytotoxicity test for H-Y antibody. Especially it

requires considerable skill and experience to mas-

ter the sperm cytotoxicity test. Thus, other sim-

plified serological methods for detection of H-Y
antigen have been developed [51, 52]. I have been

attempting to purify and characterize the H-Y
antigen for more than ten years. Now I realize that

the most serious problem in H-Y serology is lack of

H-Y antibody of good quality. My routine method

to prepare the antibody is as follows. Antisera are

raised by immunizing female mice at least six-times

with syngeneic male spleen cells at weekly inter-

vals. Antiserum collected from individual female

mice is selected by two-step procedure using a

refined cytotoxicity test against epidermal cells

[53]: First, for potency by the cytotoxicity against

male epidermal cells and second, for specificity by

the absorption test with male and female spleen

cells, respectively. Male-specific antisera are

pooled and used for experiments. Although being

tedious and time-consuming, this procedure is

essential to get reliable H-Y antibodies. Accord-

ing to my experience, the antisera, so obtained,

are always of low titer and also contain very often

autoantibodies being cytotoxic to both male and

female epidermal cells. Moreover, only a few of

immunized female mice produce male-specific

antibodies, resulted in the limited supply of the

antiserum of the same quality. This has hampered

the biochemical study of H-Y antigen necessary for

understanding of its function. The hybridoma

technology introduced by Kohler and Milstein

opened a novel way to generate a continuous cell

line producing a monoclonal antibody [54]. In

several laboratories including us, this technique

has been hopefully applied to produce monoclonal

antibodies which have the advantages of specific-

ity, potency and ample supply of homogeneous

antibody [55-58]. They succeeded independently

in producing different types of monoclonal H-Y
antibodies. But these antibodies do not seem to

improve substantially the above defects of poly-

clonal antibodies as evidenced in little progress of

studies on the biochemical nature and function of

H-Y antigen.

When inbred female mice were grafted with

male skin of the same strain, not all could reject

grafts: in the A/Jax strain (H-2 a
haplotype), male

skin grafts were rejected by some recipients; in the

C57BL/6 strain (responder, H-2 b
hapolotype),

females rejected consistently male skin grafts; in

C3H strain (nonresponder, H-2 k
haplotype)

females accepted usually male skin grafts indefi-

nitely [32]. In contrast, antibody responses were

found in all strains of female mice grafted with

syngeneic male skin irrespective of responder or

nonresponder [59]. At that time, this difference

was not seriously considered, for expression of

H-Y antigen in the male of nonresponder strains

was clear from the experiments that female F!

hybrids between a responder strain and a nonres-

ponder strain could reject male skin of either

parental strain [60]. In the 1970's it had been

assumed that the antigen detected by serological

assays and the male-specific transplantation anti-

gen discovered by Eichwald and Silmser were one

and the same. Later, two instances of individuals

were reported that lacked H-Y transplantation

antigen but possessed H-Y antigen detected by

serological assays [61, 62]. Regarding these

findings as an indication that the two H-Y antigens

were separate molecules, Silvers et al. [63] have

recommended that the term H-Y antigen must

reserve for the H-Y transplantation antigen while

the H-Y antigen detected by serological assays had

better refer to as serologically detectable male

(SDM) antigen. If so, the H-Y antigen hypothesis

should be refered to as SDMantigen hypothesis,

for it is mostly based on evidences obtained by

serological assays. H-Y transplantation antigen is

the most studied of all minor histocompatibility

antigens. As with all histocompatibility antigens,

the skin graft rejection by females is mediated by T
lymphocytes: Tc cells which can kill the target

cells; Th cells which help to generate Tc cells and to

cooperate with B cells in production of antibody.

After the first demonstration of occurrence of Tc

cells in the spleen of H-2 b
female mice previously

grafted with syngeneic male skin [64], a refined in

vitro assay has been developed for typing the

presence or absence of the antigen [65]. Subse-

quently, H-Y specific Tc and Th cell clones were
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isolated and have been used for typing [66].

Minor histocompatibility antigens are generally

recongnized by T cells in an MHC-restricted man-

ner like virus-induced cell surface antigens [67].

The current view of MHC-restriction in the T cell

response is as follows [68]: Both Tc and Th cells

carry individually a unique T cell antigen receptor

on their cell surface, which enables them to recog-

nize specific antigens. Both T cells do not see free

antigen, but rather recognize antigenes in associa-

tion with MHCantigens. Tc cells usually recognize

antigen in association with class I antigens, which

are expressed on all nucleated cells, while Th cells

recognize antigen in association with class II anti-

gens, which are expressed mostly on antigen-

presenting cells and also some lymphocytes. Anti-

gens are presented on the cell surface via two

different route depending on their origin, either

external antigen like secreted bacterial toxin or

endogenous proteins, after undergoing processings

[69]. In the case of minor histocompatibility

antigen, the processed antigens are peptide pro-

duced from cellular proteins by proteases. They

are transported into endoplasmic reticulum where

they are mounted in a groove formed by the

restricting MHCmolecule, and then to the cell

surface where they can be recognized by specific T
cells [70]. In mice, T cell responce to the H-Y
antigen is H-2 restricted [71]. Thus, Tc cells from a

female immunized with syngeneic male spleen cells

can recognize the H-Y antigen only on cells of the

same H-2 haplotype. Very recently, Rotzschke et

al. [72] have succeeded in defining naturally pro-

cessed H-Y peptide by the following approach:

peptide fractions extracted from male mouse

spleen of two strains are separated by a reverse

HPLC; The fractions are screened by loading them

externally on culture cells of the same H-2 haplo-

type that lack the antigen and testing the suscep-

tibility of these cells to lysis by a H-Y specific Tc cell

line. Although the entire amino acid sequence of

the peptide is not determined, available evidences

suggest that the H-Y antigen is short peptide, less

than 16 amino acid residues. Studies of tissue

distiribution have revealed that the H-Y peptide is

present in thymus, spleen and lung, and less in

skin, whereas it is undetectable in testis, brain,

skeletal muscle and heart [73]. They have not

identified parent molecule (H-Y protein) from

which the H-Y peptide derives. This approach is

expected to lead more refined understanding of the

following issues: biochemical nature of the H-Y
peptide and protein; their involvement in sex-

related function; cloning of the gene controlling

H-Y antigen expression on the short arm of the

mouse Y chromosome. In contrast, as described

above, virtually nothing is known about the mole-

cule of SDMantigen. Although Goldberg [74]

argued that H-Y antigen and SDMantigen were

one and the same, it seems unlikely that the

peptide mounted in the groove formed by the

restricting H-2 molecule is recognized by B cells

without H-2 restriction. But this question remains

unsolved.

SEX REVERSALIN MICE

Sxr (sex-reversed) mutation of the mouse first

reported by Cattanach et al. [75] is a dominant

inherited trait, by which the sex reversal of carrier

XX (XXsxr) female mice is caused. It had been

thought to be a dominant autosomal gene, prob-

ably derived by translocation from the Y chromo-

some. In the normal male mouse, Tdy is located

on the short arm of the Y chromosome. Sxr

mutation has now been found that the segment

containing Tdy is duplicated and transposed to the

distal end of long arm [76, 77]. The homologous

segments between the X and Y chromosome are

located at the distal end of their long arm. The Y
chromosome pairs with the X chromosome during

the first meiotic division at this region, where an

obligatory crossover take place [78, 79] (Fig. 2a).

Being attached at the tip of the homologous re-

gion, the extra copy of Sxr region is invariably

transferred to the long-arm tip of one of the two X
sister chromatids after the first meiosis of the

XYsxr males (Fig. 2b). Thus half of the XX
progeny inherits Xsxr from father and usually

develops as phenotypic males, but they are sterile.

The presence of two X chromosomes is assumed to

be unfavorable to male germ cell development

since XX germ cells degenerate soon after birth.

XXsxr males have testes and are positive for H-Y
antigen as determined by skin graft techniques

[80], by Tc cells response [81] and by serological
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2. Sex reversal in mice.

(a) crossing over between the X and Y chromosome

in normal male during meiosis. (b) crossing over in

XYsxr male, (c) XXsxr male, (d) XXsxr' male.

PAR: pseudoautosomal region. The dotted and

hatched areas at the long-arm distal end of the X and

Y chromosome represents Sxr and Sxr' fragments,

respectively. Tdy: testis-determining gene. Hya:

the gene controlling expression of the H-Y antigen.

assays [80, 82], so they have been regarded as an

evidence in support of the H-Y antigen hypothesis

that Tdy and Hya are an identical gene. Subse-

quent studies on Sxr mutation, however, have

indicated that the two genes are tightly linked but

two separate entities.

In somatic cells of females, one of the two X
chromosomes is randomly inactivated early in

embryonic life. McLaren and Monk [83] examined

whether the Sxr region attached to the X chromo-

some was subject to the inactivation by making use

of Searle's X-autosome translocation T(X;16)H

(T16H) (Fig. 3a). The normal X chromosome is

known to undergo preferentially inactivation in

T16H/X individuals. By mating T16H/X female

with male carrying Sxr (X/Ysxr), they produced

progeny in which the paternally derived Xsxr

chromosome is invariably inactivated (Fig. 3b).

All XXsxr individuals inheriting the normal X
chromosome from mother were normal sterile

males as expected, but when T16H was combined

with Xsxr, some proportions of T16H/Xsxr indi-

viduals developed as females. They explained this

VJ

PAR

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Searle's X-autosome translocation and the X
inactivation.

(a) Searle's X-autosome translocation (T16H) that

splits the X chromosome into two nearly halves is

schematically illustrated. The X chromosome is

drawn as in Fig. 2 whereas chromosome 16 is

marked by dots, (b) somatic cell of T16H/Sxr is

schematically illustrated. Under this condition in-

tact X chromosome is preferentially inactivated.

Shadow on the Xsxr chromosome represents ex-

pected inactivated zone.

observation by the analogy of the autosomal genes

translocated on the inactive X chromosome [84] as

follows. Inactivation may spread to a variable

extent beyond the inactive X chromosome into the

attached Sxr region. Thus both T16H/Xsxr and

X/Xsxr individuals shows a mosaicism, that is, Tdy

may be inactivated in some cells but expressed in

others. This is a situation closely analogous to

XX^XY chimaeras. Studies on aggregation chi-

maeras have suggested that critical proportion of

XY cells required for the mixed gonad to develope

as testes. If the proportion of gonadal cells in

which Tdy is inactivated is increased above some

critical level, some embryos are expected to de-

velop as females rather than males.

T16H/Xsxr females were fully fertile and trans-

mitted Sxr to their progeny from the maternal side

[83]. Simpson et al. [85] examined a series of

T16H/Xsxr females for the expression of H-Y
antigen by the in vitro Tc cell assay and by the in

vitro proliferative responses of H-Y specific Th cell

clones. All these females except one proved to be

positive for H-Y antigen. The only H-Y antigen-
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negative T16H/Xsxr female was found among the

progeny of male mice carrying the Sxr region on

both the X and Y chromosome. When mated with

a normal X/Y male, she produced one H-Y anti-

gen-negative T16H or X/Xsxr son, and her other

Xsxr/ Y son transmitted H-Y antigen-negative trait

to two T16H or X/Xsxr sons and one T16H or X/

Xsxr daughter when mated with a T16H/X female

[86]. This indicates that H-Y antigen-negative trait

of the propositus has been transmitted for two

generations through her Xsxr. Thus her Xsxr

seems to be a variant form of the Sxr region,

termed Sxr', which retains Tdy but has lost Hya

locus (Fig. 2d). The absence of H-Y antigen in

male mice that develop testes has disproved the

H-Y antigen hypothesis. Simpson et al. [87] tested

the identity of H-Y antigen and TDF in the human

by doing H-Y typing with cells on a series of

sex-reversed individuals and showed that the gene

for H-Y transplantation antigen mapped to the

long arm or centromeric region of the human Y
chromosome, distant from the TDF locus. This

indicates that TDFand the gene for H-Y antigen in

the human are also separate entities.

MOLECULARSTRUCTUREOF
Y CHROMOSOME

The Y chromosome of most mammalian species

is usually small element. But the size is only

relative, for human Y chromosome contains nearly

ten times DNAbase pairs of the E. coli genome

that specifies at least 3000 genes. The mammalian

Y chromosome is not only minute, but also

appears to be largely genetically inert. It has been

known that the Y chromosome encodes the Tdy

which induces testicular formation essential to

male development. But only a few other loci have

been assigned to the Y chromosome whereas over

200 genes and disease loci have mapped to the X
chromosome [88]. According to a classical model

based on cytogenetic observation and the analysis

of individuals with chromosomal anomalies, the

human Y chromosome was divided into four sub-

regions: X-Y homologous pairing region including

the distal part of the short arm, a sex-determining

region, a long-arm euchromatic region encoding

factors responsible for spermatogenesis and a long-

arm heterochromatic region which appears to have

no function. It is generally agreed that the mor-

phologically dissimilar X and Y chromosomes have

evolved from a pair of homologous chromosomes

[89]. For chromosomal sex determination, howev-

er, the X and Y chromosome, must be segregated

to different poles during male meiosis and be

incorporated into different sperm. Early studies

suggested that the heteromorphic sex chromo-

somes had homologous segments where partial

meiotic pairing occurred and that crossing over

might occur between these homologous segments

[78]. This view has been largely confirmed by

recent molecular studies of the human and mouse

Y chromosome [90]. In man the minor portion of

the Y
p

is shared with that of the X
p

and recombina-

tion between the X and Y chromosomes occurs in

this region. Being exchanged between the X and Y
chromosomes, genes and sequences in this region

will follow the same pattern of autosomal inher-

itance instead of the sex-linked pattern. So these

regions are refered to as the pseudoautosomal

region (PAR) [91]. As described earlier, the PAR
in the mouse is located on the distal ends of the X

q

and Y
q

(Fig. 2a). The euchromatic region of the

short arm contains TDF in the human. From the

observation that a small deletion of the long-arm

euchromatic region was associated with azoosper-

mia, it was suggested that this region encoded

factors controlling spermatogenesis [5, 92].

The Y chromosome is cytogenetically a peculiar

element in the human genome. Its terminal two-

thirds of the Y chromosome is heterochromatic

and fluoresces brightly with quinacrine mustard.

Somatic cell hybridization technique has been suc-

cessfully applied to genetic and biochemical analy-

ses of a particualr chromosome. A comparable

situation exists in the Y chromosome, which can be

studied by comparing male with female. Upon this

principle two different approachs have identified

repeated sequences that are specific for the human

Y chromosome. Kunkel et al. [93] hybridized male

DNA fragments with a large excess of female

DNA fragments to produce DNA sequences

(probe) specific for the Y chromosome, and

obtained reiterated DNAsequence that associated

with DNA from a male but failed to react with

DNA from a female. Restriction endonucleases
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can cleave a DNAmolecule at specific sites to yield

a characteristic population fragments that can be

separated according to size by gel electrophoresis.

Cooke [94] digested male and female DNAwith a

restriction endonuclease Haelll and, after separa-

tion on agarose gel and staining with ethidium

bromide, found two bands in male but not female

DNA. Subsequent studies have revealed that

these bands consist of highly reiterated and

tandemly repeated sequences 3.4 and 2.1 kb in

length. They are called DYZ1 and DYZ2, respec-

tively. The distribution of both fragments along

the Y chromosome was also determined by in situ

hybridization [95]: they are distributed throughout

the length of the long arm; in addition, 2.1 kb

fragment shows a significant concentration at the

distal end of the fluorescent segment of the long

arm. The heterochromatic region of the Y
chromosome is composed mostly of the these two

repeated elements that are not responsible for sex

determination, male development and fertility

since individuals possessing Y chromosomes lack-

ing this portion are found to develop as normal

fertile males. The absence of both recombination

for the large part of the Y chromosome except the

minute PARsegment and available genetic mark-

ers had hampered genetic analysis of the Y
chromosome. But the emergence of the recom-

binant DNAtechnology in the 1970's and subse-

quent advance in rapid DNAsequencing method

provided the potential means for a molecular

approach to the Y chromosome. Unique sequence

probes of the Y chromosome (Y-DNA probes)

have been obtained by cloning from human geno-

mic libraries enriched for Y-derived sequences,

either by using the fluorescence activated cell

sorter or by using human-rodent hybrid cells con-

taining only the human Y chromosome [96, 97].

These Y-DNA probes have provided powerful

analytical tools to construct molecular map and

eventually to hunt and localize TDF. These

approaches have revealed that a significant frac-

tion of the human Y chromosome consists of DNA
sequences which have homologues on the X
chromosome or autosomes in human and other

primates.

MOLECULARAPPROACHTO TDF ANDTdy

Before dealing with the cloning of TDF, it will

be better to touch briefly on sex-specific DNA
sequences initially found in snake species. DNA
sequences constituting a significant portion of the

W sex-chromosome of female snakes was first

identified in, and isolated from the females of the

poisonous indian banded krait as sex-specific satel-

lite DNA by ultracentrifugation in heavy-metal-

containing isopycnic gradients [98]. These se-

quences, designated Bkm (Banded krait minor sat-

ellite DNA), have been found to be highly con-

served in evolution, with preferential association

with the heterogametic sex like the SDMantigen

[99]. In the laboratory mouse, Bkm-related se-

quences are arranged in the male-specific pattern

in Southern blots and are concentrated at the

pericentric region of the Y chromosome. These

sequences have been useful for establishing that

the Sxr trait is due to a minute, male determining

fragment containing a distal duplication of the Tdy

locus [76]. Subsequent studies have shown that the

sex-associated components cloned from the Bkm-

related sequences of snakes, mice and fruit flies

consists of repeats of the monotonous tetranuc-

leotides GATAand GACA, and are transcribed

preferentially in males of the mouse [100, 101].

Based on the evolutionary conservation and asso-

ciation with heterogametic sex, especially with the

sex-determining region of the mouse Y chromo-

some, these sequences had been thought to play a

role in sex determination. However, both the

absence of sex-linked pattern on Southern blots

and the relative scarcity of Bkm sequences on the

human Y chromosome have casted doubt on this

view [102, 103].

As described earlier, there are exceptional indi-

viduals whose gonadal sex do not agree with their

chromosomal sex. In humans, XX men and XY
womenoccur though with low incidence. XXmen

are sterile but otherwise phenotypically male indi-

viduals and they have the chromosomal constitu-

tion of a normal female according to standard

cytogenetic methods. XY women are also sterile

but otherwise phenotypically female individuals

and have streak ovaries devoid of follicles and no

testicular tissue. As judged by cytogenetic
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methods, they have chromosomal constitution of a

normal male.

In 1966, Furguson-Smith [104] proposed abnor-

mal X-Y interchange hypothesis as causes of hu-

man XX males and XY females from the anoma-

lous inheritance of Xg, a dominant X-linked blood

group system. The Xg system is governed by a pair

of alleles, Xga and Xg, which produce two phe-

notypes, Xg(a+) and Xg(a_)
. The former is domi-

nant to the latter. Some XX males between XgaY
father and mother homozygous for Xg does not

express his father's dominant allele, as if he has

inherited two X chromosomes from his mother and

none of his father. This phenomenon was inter-

preted as the result of aberrant X-Y interchanges

occuring during paternal meiosis, when terminal

portions of the X and Y chromosome pair (Fig. 4).

TDF

X

II £5 TDF

Fig. 4. X-Y interchange model

A solid cross between the X and the Y indicates the

normal position at which one obligatory crossing

over occurs. Broken line cross indicates an abnor-

mal crossing over that transfers TDF from the Y to

the X.

The recombination between the X and Y chromo-

some occurs normally in their pairing regions of

the short arm. If a single crossing over occurs

accidentally in a region proximal to TDF locating

very close to Xg locus on the Y chromosome,

different types of sex chromosome anomalies can

be generated. According to this hypothesis an XX
male has received an aberrant paternal X chromo-

some that lacks Xga
but carries TDF. Subsequent

studies using several X-linked restriction fragment

length polymorphisms have confirmed that most if

not all XX males inherit a paternal X and a

maternal X, as normal XX females do [105].

Actually recent hybridization studies with DNA
probes which detect Y-linked sequences (Y-DNA
probe) have shown that the majority of XX males

are generated by the terminal transfer of the Y
p

materials including TDF from the Y chromosome

to the X chromosome during male meiosis. But

the amount of Y
p

-derived materials varies from

person to person as the interchanges do not occur

at the same position. Ferguson-Smith [104] sug-

gested that XY females might also result from the

aberrant interchanges. The hypothesis predicts

that XX males will have the Y
p

DNAsegments

containing TDF transferred to the distal short arm

of an X chromosome while XY females will pos-

sess the Y chromosome devoid of TDF. Accord-

ingly, by precisely determining the chromosomal

location of the smallest Y-DNA fragments that XX
men have in commonand all of XY females lose, it

will become possible to identify TDF, even if

nothing is known on the nature of the gene or gene

product. Upon this tactics, the TDF hunt rally

started in the early 1980's.

Based on hybridization pattern of Y-DNA prob-

es to Southern blots of restriction-digested DNA
from XX males, XY females and individuals with

cytogenetically structural anomalies of the Y
chromosome, Vergnaud et al. [106] initially con-

structed a deletion map dividing the Y chromo-"

some into eight intervals whose order was deter-

mined. As expected, these studies have revealed

that most XX males have common Y-DNA sege-

ments of the Y
p

in different length while some XY
females are devoid of the small segments of the Y

p

in different size and also that interval 1 is necessary

and sufficient to induce the testicular differentia-

tion of the indifferent gonad (Fig. 5, top). Later,

Page et al. [107] refined the map by extending the

deletion analysis: the Y
p

was divided into 13

intervals and the sex-determining region of Y
p

(interval 1) was further divided into four intervals;

PAR 1 2 3 4A 4B 5

C I :
I ...J I ... I Of 1

\ ^~~^~~~---^_^^ CENTROMERE

\ ZFY ^^^^^_
i It \ ^: ,tem
PAR 1A1

SRY

\1A2 1B 1C 2

i 1 .:-.->
i

...:-.
\

:

PAR „ 1A1 1A2
35 kb

Fig. 5. Molecular map of human Y chromosome
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1A1 adjacent to the pseudoautosomal boundary to

1A2, IB and 1C in the order (Fig. 5, middle). Two
patients were especially useful to narrow the

search for TDFdown to 1A2 intervals: a XXmales

carrying the smallest portion (0.5%) of the Y
chromosome (1A1 and 1A2 intervals) that most

other XX males had in common; a XY girl with a

reciprocal Y;22 translocation who had 99.8% of

the Y chromosome and only a deletion of intervals

of 1A2 and IB that were missing in other XY
females. This led Page and his colleagues to

propose that at least part o TDF must lie within

1A2 interval. They have cloned a 230-kilobase

(kb) segment of the human Y chromosome that

spans the interval (140 kb), the lowest common
denominator in the two patients. In general, genes

of vital function tend to be evolutionally con-

served. The DNAsequences of TDF are expected

to be conserved in all mammals adopting a Y chro-

mosomal sex-determining mechanism. Accord-

ingly, TDF is likely to be identified by a search of

cloned 1A2 interval for DNAsequences conserved

in mammalian species. Upon this reasoning, Page

and his colleagues have screened the clones collec-

tively representing 1A2 interval by hybridization

to a "Noah's ark blots" containing DNAfrom male

and female pairs of eutherian mammals. Four

highly conserved DNAfragments were found that

cross-hybridize with sequences from DNAof all

mammals examined. DNA sequencing of one

highly conserved fragment has shown that it

appears to encode a protein with "zinc finger", a

nucleic acid binding motif first described in a frog

transcription factor [108], and has suggested that

the encoded protein acts as a transcription factor in

the first step of mammalian sex determination.

Curiously, in addition to homologous DNAsequ-

ences on the Y chromosome, this fragment also

detected a very similar DNAsequences on the X
chromosome of all mammals tested. Each of the

three other conserved segments also detected their

related sequences on the human X chromosome.

The high degree of evolutionary conservation in

both DNAsequences suggested that neither the Y
locus nor the X locus was a pseudogene. The

Y-encoded and the X-encoded zinc finger gene

were designated ZFY and ZFX, respectively.

Based on these findings Page and his colleagues

formulated the four possible models assuming that

ZFY is TDF whereas ZFX encodes a structurally

similar protein which is probably involved in sex

determination. Of the four models, three fit in

with the currently prevailing notion that ZFY is a

dominant male determiner. But one model is

unique in postulating gene dosage as the basis of

sex determination like those depending on the

ratio of X chromosome to autosomes in Drosophi-

la and Caenorhabditis [109-111]: ZFY and ZFX
produce functionally interchangeable proteins,

both are testis determining and ZFX is subject to

X-chromosome inactivation. Hence, gonadal sex

is determined by the total number of expressed X
and Y loci; one active copy for a female and two

active copies for a male. Subsequent studies have

demonstrated that ZFX indeed shows the exten-

sive structural similarity to the ZFY (99%, the

degree of homology of the zinc finger region at

amino acid level). However, transcription analysis

of human-rodent hybrid cell lines containing inac-

tive human X chromosome has revealed that ZFX
escapes X inactivation [112], indicating that there

is essentially no difference between male with one

copy each of ZFX and ZFY and females with two

copies of ZFX. The model is therefore incorrect.

Northern analysis of the expression of the ZFY
and ZFX showed that the four highly conserved

sequences within the interval 1A2 and the corres-

ponding sequences on the X chromosome consti-

tuted exons of the ZFY and ZFX, and that both

genes were transcribed in primary culture fibro-

blast, in transformed cells and in all tissues ex-

amined.

The situation of ZFY-related gene in mice is

rather complex, with a total four genes [113, 114]:

two on the Y chromosome (Zfy-1 and Zfy-2), one

on the X chromosome (Zfx) and an autosomal

homologue on chromosome 10 (Zfa). Hybridiza-

tion studies have revealed differences among Sxr,

Sxr' and Sxr": while Zfy-1 is present in all three,

Zfy-2 is present in Sxr, absent in Sxr' and regained

in Sxr". Of the two Y chromosomal homologues

only Zfy-1 was thought to be sufficient for testis

determination since XXsxr and XXsxr' mice have

testes.

The zinc finger motif is one of the highly con-

served motifs found in the transcription factor that
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bind to DNAin a sequence specific manner [115].

The DNAbinding region has unique repeats that

contain two invariant pairs of cysteine (Cys) and

histidine (His) residues which coordinate single

atom of zinc, resulting in a finger-like structure.

Since ZFY was considered the best candidate for

TDF, this gene and its homologues have been

intensively studied particularly in humans and

mice [116, 117]. The ZFY-related genes-encoded

proteins predicted from open reading frames in

their DNAsequence form a distinct subfamily of

zinc finger proteins with the following characteris-

tics. All have 13 zinc fingers of Cys-Cys/His-His

type encoded by a single exon and showing an

unique two-finger repeat pattern of primary struc-

ture, and consists of three domains in the order

from the amino termini: an acidic domain that

seems to mediate transcriptional activation func-

tion; a short basic domain that is similar to the

nuclear localization signal of SV40 large T antigen;

zinc finger domain. As already described, most

placental mammals except mice have two ZFY-

related genes: one on the Y chromosome (ZFY)

and one on the X chromosome (ZFX). Using ZFY
probe DNAfrom male and female pairs of other

vertebrate species were also surveyed by the hybrid-

ization to determine whether genes homologous

ZFY were present and if so whether they were

present in the sex-limited pattern. Marsupials

[118], birds [107], reptiles [119] and amphibians

[117] also have genes homologous to ZFY but

these are not present on the sex chromosomes.

The unexpected finding was that the ZFY homo-

logues in marsupials were not on either the X or

the Y chromosome, but mapped to the autosomes

[118]. In spite of the fact that the Y chromosome

in marsupials was male-determining as in placental

mammals, homologous sequences were not local-

ized to the Y chromosome even after hybridization

at reasonable low stringency. In addition to this

finding two recent reports have questioned the role

of ZFY and Zfys in male sex determination.

Amplification analysis of adult testes mRNAby

reverse transcription and polymerase chain reac-

tion (RT-PCR) has shown that both Zfy-1 and

Zfy-2 loci are transcribed, suggesting that both loci

are functional. Male and female mouse embryos

are indistinguishable until about 11.5 days post

coitum (d.p.c). The first visible sign of male

development, the formation of testes with the

alignment of Sertoli cells into cords, occurs within

24 hours. Accordingly, if being Tdy, Zfy-1 should

be expressed in male gonadal ridge at or just

before this stage of development. By applying a

RT-PCR technique to mRNAderived from either

pooled embryonic gonadal tissues or individual

embryos, Koopman et al. [120] have shown that in

male, but not female, gonadal ridge, the Zfy-1

transcripts appear just before testicular differentia-

tion begins (at 10.5 d.p.c), maintain the increasing

level as the differentiation ensues (from 11.5 to

14.5 d.p.c), and then decrease once testis forma-

tion completes. By contrast, Zfy-2 transcripts

were not detected in both embryonic mouse

gonads at any of the stages. This finding seemed at

the first sight to support to testis-determining

function of Zfy-1. However, when the expression

of Zfy-1 was analysed in We /We mutant male mice

embryos that develop testes lacking germ cells, any

Zfy-1 transcripts could not be detected, demon-

strating that Zfy-1 expression in normal testis was

due to the presence of germ cells. It was argued

that neither Zfy-1 nor Zfy-2 was Tdy and Zfy-1

expression might instead have a role in the de-

velopment of male germ cells.

The presence of abnormally interchanged ZFY
could explain majority but not all instances of XX
males [121]. If ZFY is TDF, it should be predicted

that all X-Y interchanged males carry ZFY,

whereas all XX males lacking ZFY are due to

mutations elsewhere in their genomes. According-

ly, in the absence of the X-Y interchange the latter

should also lack the Y-chromosome derived

pseudoautosomal boundary. Using a PCR assay

Palmer et al. [122] have searched the presence of

DNAsequences derived from the X and Y chro-

mosomal pseudoautosomal boundary in 14 XX
males or hermaphrodites who lacked ZFY: three

XXmales and one of hermaphrodite were found to

have the sequence from Y pseudoautosomal

boundary. Their phenotype vary from normal

male with testes lacking germ cells to hermaphro-

dite with bilateral ovotestes and a uterus. The

position of the exchanges in these individuals

mapped to the region within 60 kb of the

pseudoautosomal boundary that did not include
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the 1A2 intervals previously defined as the sex-

determining region. They have suggested that

TDF gene lies close to or even spans the

pseudoautosomal boundary. The possibility that

ZFY is TDF has been completely eliminated by

their finding.

A more detailed study for the breakpoints of the

four individuals further narrowed the search for

TDF down to a 35 kb segment from the

pseudoautosomal boundary (Fig. 5, bottom).

Sinclair et al. [6] found a 2.1 kb Y-specific sequ-

ence from genomic clones covering this region.

When a "Noah's ark blot" was hybridized with a

probe from this Y-specific sequence, this probe

detected conserved and male-specific sequences in

a wide spectrum of mammals. Analysis of this

Y-specific sequence revealed the presence of two

long reading frames. The longer one was found to

encode a region of 120 amino acids probably

corresponding to the last exon of a novel gene.

The predicted amino-acid sequence showed a

striking similarity to 80 amino acids of the mating-

type protein Mc required for mating in the fission

yeast [123]. This 80-residues conserved motif also

showed homology with the nuclear non-histone

high mobility group (HMG) proteins thought to

play a role in chromosomal structure and gene

activity [124]. Northern blot analysis of poly(A) +

RNAfrom human tissues revealed that the novel

gene encoded a testis-specific transcript. Scinclair

and colleagues have termed this new human Y-

located gene SRY (sex-determining region of Y)

and proposed to be a candidate for TDF. Their

results conflict with the result of Page et al. [107]

on the woman with a reciprocal Y;22 transloca-

tion. She was shown to have only a deletion of

1A2 and IB intervals. However, in the same issue

of the journal, Page et al. [125] have reported that

she has also a deletion of a second position of 1A1

corresponding closely to the region found in the

ZFY-negative males and hermaphrodite. Very

recently two reports have provided evidences sup-

porting for SRYbeing TDF. By the single-strand

conformation polymorphism assay and subsequent

sequencing, Berta et al. [126] have shown that a de

novo point mutation in the conserved motif of

SRY is associated with sex reversal in an XY
female. Jager et al. [127] have identified a frame

shift mutation with a fournucleotide deletion in a

sequence of the conserved motif of SRYin one out

of 12 XY females with gonadal dysgenesis.

In humans, translocations and deletions of the Y
chromosome in XX males and XY females have

provided an invaluable information for localizing

and cloning a candidate for TDF. It is Sxr muta-

tion in mice that has helped to define the position

of Tdy. In addition to Tdy, Zfy-1 and Zfy-2, two

genes and a DNAsequence are also located on the

Sxr fragment and consequently to the short arm:

the gene controlling expression of the H- Y antigen

(Hya), the gene involved in spermatogenesis (Spy)

that acts cell-autonomously in the germ cell line

and BkmDNArepeated sequence [128]. The gene

controlling the expression of SDMantigen is also

assumed to map to this fragment. It was suggested

that Hya and Spy are an identical gene [129], but

very recently a candidate for Spy (termed Sby)

mapping to this fragment has been isolated, which

is expressed in the testis and has extensive homolo-

gy to X-linked human ubiquitin-activating enzyme

El involved in DNA replication [130, 131]. As

previously described, McLaren et al. [85] found a

heritable variant of Sxr (Sxr') that retained Tdy,

but was deleted for Hya and Spy. The Sxr'

fragment is a minimum portion of the mouse Y
chromosome known to contain Tdy. Later, they

found an another variant arose from Sxr' that

regained Hya and termed Sxr". Subsequent

molecular and cytogenetical studies [24, 25] have

showed that the generation of the Sxr' mouse from

Sxr is not due to a point mutation affecting Hya

but involves a partial event within the Sxr fragment

and also that the event leading to the generation of

the Sxr" mouse is restricted to the Sxr fragment.

Based on these findings, the two groups have

proposed the models for the origin of Sxr' and

Sxr": the Sxr' and Sxr" mutants are generated

during male meiosis by an unequal recombination

event between the two Sxr segments and by in-

trachromosomal recombination between the Y
short arm and Sxr' fragment, respectively. Re-

cently, Lovell-Badge and Robertson [132] have

generated a heritable mutation in mice by injecting

XY embryonic stem cells multiply infected with a

retroviral vector into host blastocysts. A resulting

chimaeric male mouse gave rise to a low propor-
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tion of XY females among his offspring. This

mutation has been found to segregate exclusively

with the Y chromosome among the offspring of

these females and to be complemented not only by

Sxr but also by Sxr'. Based on the phenotype and

deduced location of the mutation, they concluded

that it had occurred in Tdy itself. This mutated

gene was refered to as Tdy ml and for simplicity

expressed by the symbol ¥. Karyotypic analysis

have revealed that about half of the offspring are

sex-chromosome aneuploids (XY¥ males, XX¥
and XOfemales), implying that there is essentially

no pairing between the X and ¥ chromosomes in

female meiosis, with the X and ¥ segregating at

random. Gubbay et al. [133] have shown that the

Zfy genes did not undergo any detectable structu-

ral alterations in the X¥ female mice and are

transcribed normally from the Y chromosome in

both adult XY¥ testis and X¥ female embryonic

gonads. These finding also provides evidence that

Zfy genes are not directly involved in testis deter-

mination.

Using the human Y-DNA sequence (SRY) as

probe, Gubbay et al. [7] have cloned a homologous

sequence from the mouse Y chromosome, which

maps to Sxr' fragment. The sequence contains an

open reading frame homologous to those of both

SRY and Y-linked sequence from rabbit DNA,
strongly indicating that it is an exon of a functional

gene. They have termed this gene Sry (a gene

from the sex-determinign region of the Y chromo-

some). The amino acid sequence encoded by the

open reading frame also included a conserved

motif showing homology both to the C-terminal 80

amino acid residues of Mc protein from the fission

yeast and to known or putative DNA-binding

proteins. Detailed hybridization studies showed

that Tdy ml
mutation was due to a deletion of part

of Sry including the highly conserved exon. An
RT-PCR assay with primers specific to the se-

quences in the conserved exon has demonstrated

that Sry is transcribed in testes, but not in liver of

adult mice. Sry was found to be indeed expressed

at the predicted time in male, but not female, uro-

genital ridges. However, they failed to detect

cDNA corrsponding to Sry in two cDNA libraries

prepared from 11.5-d.p.c. male genital ridge. The

screening extended to 14.5-d.p.c. testes and an

8.5-d.p.c. whole-mouse embryo library also failed

to detect the cDNA. Although the testis libraries

also failed to yield any recombinants with homolo-

gy to the Sry probe, the 8.5-d.p.c. library produced

four positive clones presumably derived from auto-

somal loci. Sequence analysis of these autosomal

Sry-related genes has shown that Sry is a member
of a new family of at least five mouse genes which

are related by the presence of a conserved amino-

acid domain found either in a gene involved in

mating type of the fission yeast or in the DNA-
binding protein. Subsequently, Koopman et al.

[134] examined in more detail Sry expression dur-

ing testis development and in adult testis. Trans-

cripts were first detected in male gonadal ridge at

10.5 d.p.c. just before onset of testis differentia-

tion, were present at similar levels in the 11.5-

d.p.c. urogenital ridge and decreased in 12.5-

d.p.c. testis, followed by rapid cessation of its

transcription. No Sry transcripts were also de-

tected in 7.5-, 8.5- and 9.5-d.p.c. embryos before

gonadal ridge formation. These observations have

indicated that fetal expression of Sry is limited to

the period in which testicular cord formation be-

gins. Using in situ hybridization they have also

shown that the expression of Sry in 11.5-d.p.c.

embryos is confined to gonadal tissues. This was

substantiated by the RT-PCR analysis of RNA
from various parts of 11.5-d.p.c. embryos: there

was no evidence for expression in any tissue other

than urogenital ridges. However, they also failed

to detect the Sry transcripts present in 11.5-d.p.c.

gonadal ridge or 12.5-d.p.c. testes by Northern

blotting. This failure was ascribed to the low level

of expression. In contrast to Zfy-1 expression,

We /We mouse fetuses with testes lacking germ

cells have proved indistinguishable from wild type

in RT-PCR analyses of Sry expression in gonadal

ridge at 11.5 d.p.c. On the other hand, Sry

expression in adult testis was found to be depend-

ent on germ cells.

The best way to test the function of Sry is to

inject it into XX embryos, and to see if they

develop as males. Very recently, Koopman et al.

[8] have demonstrated that Sry gives rise to normal

testis development in chromosomally female trans-

genic mice. Transgenic mice were produced by

microinjecting 14 kb genomic fragment containing
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the conserved motif of Sry into fertilized eggs and

then transferring to pseudopregnant foster

mothers. Phenotypic sex was assayed at both

embryonic and adult stage. Testicular cord forma-

tion gives a characteristic stripped appearance to

the developing testis, distinguishing it from the

fetal ovary. Embryonic phenotypic sex was

assayed by examining the appearance of the

gonads in fetuses about 14 days after oviduct

transfer. Chromosomal sex was determined by

staining for sex chromatin in amnion cells and by

Southern blot analysis using the Zfy probe. Of 158

embryos obtained, testes were found in two

embryos whose sex chromatin indicated an XX sex

chromosome constitution. Southern blot analysis

showed that both of these males lacked Zfy sequ-

ence and were transgenic, with many copies of Sry.

Histological examination also revealed that their

testicular cord formation was normal and that their

gonads were indistinguishable from testes of nor-

mal XY sib embryos. The examination of all the

embryos scored as females by PCR identified two

more mice as transgenic for Spy, indicating that

not all XX transgenics showed sex reversal. The

adult phenotype of Sry transgenic mice was ex-

amined after some of embryos were allowed to

develop to term. Of 93 animals that were born,

three were identified by Southern blotting to be

XX transgenics. One of them was a transgenic XX
male: he had no Y chromosome and was externally

male, he had a normal male reproductive tract

with no signs of hermaphroditism, but was sterile

with rather smaller size of testes than an XY
control littermate as expected from the failure of

germ cells in XX males to proceed beyond pro-

spermatogonia. His copulation behavior was also

normal. However, other two XX transgenics

showed an external female phenotype, but carried

many copies of Sry. They have produced offspring

and so have functional reproductive tracts and

ovaries. One of them transmitted the transgene to

female offspring. This finding also provides evi-

dence that the transgene does not always cause sex

reversal. From these experiments, they conclude

that a 14 kb genomic fragment carrying Sry sequ-

ence is sufficient to direct the formation of testes in

XX transgenic embryos and subsequently to give

rise to complete phenotypic sex reversal in a

chromosomally XX transgenic adult. They have

also produced three transgenic mice by injection of

Y-specific DNAfragment carrying the SRY con-

served domain. Two of them were XY founders

that transmitted SRY to their offspring. Trans-

gene expression was clearly demonstrated at the

expected time in the developing gonads, but any

sex reversal XX embryos was not observed. They

suggested that differences in the sequence resulted

in the human SRYprotein failing to interact with

other regulatory proteins or target genes in mouse

cells.

Tiersch et al. [135] investigated the phylogenetic

conservation of the SRY gene by Southern blot

analysis of restiction-digested DNA from 23 spe-

cies representing five classes of vertebrate using a

probe from the conserved motif. They found the

presence of the SRYhomologous sequences in all

species tested, with and without sex chromosome

and with temperature sex determination. But

sex-specific signals were observed only in mam-
mals. As described above, SRY gene seems to

encode a DNA-binding protein (SRY protein)

containing a high mobility group (HMG) box.

Among known sequence-specific DNA-binding

proteins, SRY protein is closely related to T
cell-specific DNA-binding protein (TCF-1). Har-

ley et al. [136] produced a recombinant SRY
protein in both E. coli and insect cells, and tested

for their binding to the TCF-1 target sequence

AACAAAGand variants of this sequence. SRY
protein bound to the target sequence in a sequence

dependent manner. SRY protein of XY females

with point mutation within the region encoding the

HGMbox showed negligible or reduced binding

activities. These results support the view that the

DNA-binding activity of SRY protein is required

for testis determination.

FUNCTIONOF Tdy

How Tdy acts to bring about testis determina-

tion has been investigated independently of the

cloning of Tdy. The gonad is composed of cells

derived from the four cell lineages: the supporting

cell lineage (Sertoli cells in the testis and granulosa

cells in the ovary), the steroidogenic cell lineage

(Leydig cells in the testis and theca cells in the
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ovary), the germ cell lineage and the connective

tissue cell lineage. Of them the connective cell

lineage contributes the development of both

embryonic gonads although it adopts different

architecture. The remaining three cell lineages

form sex-specific cell types. There are several

evidences indicating that differentiation of sup-

porting cell lineage beyond pregranulosa cells de-

pends on interaction with the germ cell population

in the developing female gonad [137], In contrast,

it is known that germ cells do not contribute for

testicular cord formation [14, 15]. The earliest sign

of the differentiation in the embryonic indifferent

gonad is the testicular cord formation. Studies on

fetal rat testes by light and electron microscopy

have revealed that the differentiation of testicular

cell types occurs earlier than that of ovarian cell

types, that is, a new cell type characterized by a

large and clear cytoplasm appears in the gonads

prior to testicular cords formation [13]. These cells

(pre-Sertoli cells) aggregate, enclose germ cells

and form the testicular cords. Accordingly, it

seems reasonable to assume that Tdy is first ex-

pressed in the ancestral supporting cell lineage.

The production of chimaeric mice has been

employed as one of the most useful techniques to

analyse the interaction of cells of two or more

genotypes in the development of a single organism

in many areas of biology. One of the first ques-

tions examined with chimaeras produced by ran-

dom fusions between two blastocysts was that of

sex determination [138]. In a balanced combina-

tion, although on average half of the chimaeras

should be XX^XYcombination, true hermaphro-

ditism is rare and most XX^XY chimaeras (70-

80%) develop as phenotypic male with testes

[139]. These observations and two reports of

analysis on somatic cells in testes of XX^XY
chimaeric mice in which XX cells contributed to

both the Sertoli cells and Leydig cells [140, 141]

lent support to the view that the initial stages of

testes organization are orchestrated by a locally

diffusible testis-organizing molecule which is con-

trolled by Tdy and to which both XX and XY cells

can respond. However, recent studies on

XX^XY chimaeric mice have provided evidences

against the involvement of diffusible testis-

organizing molecule.

Burgoyne et al. [142] showed that when
embryonic XX gonadal tissues were cocultured or

cografted under the kidney capsule with develop-

ing testis, the germ cells and somatic cells of the

XX gonad did not organize into testicular cords.

Bradbury [143] observed that in most XX^XY
mouse chimaeras fetal gonads initially developed

as ovotestes following regression of the ovarian

portion in the more advanced fetuses. He has

argued that in XX^XY chimaeras the initial

ovotestes are converted to testes through the re-

gression of the ovarian tissue. The in situ hybrid-

ization analysis with mouse Y-specific DNA
probes provided direct means to estimate the

proportion of XX and XY cells contributing to the

major cell lineages of the gonads from sectioned

and air-dried material. Recently, the correlation

of gonadal sex with sex chromosome constitution

of the major somatic cell lineages of the gonad was

examined in more detail applying this new means.

Burgoyne et al. [144] reported that in prepuberal

and adult XX^XYchimaeric mice the Sertoli cells

and germ cells are exclusively XY cells while XX
cells can contribute to the Leydig cells, the peri-

tubular cells and the vasculized connective tissue

of the tunica albuginea. They proposed that Tdy is

expressed at the level of a single cell (cell-

autonomously) in an initially bipotential support-

ing cell lineage to bring about Sertoli cell dif-

ferentiation, and that the commitment of the other

components of the testis to the male pathway is

directed by the Sertoli cells without further Tdy

involvement (cell-autonomous Y-action model)

[145]. According to this proporsal, fetal XX^XY
gonads would be expected to consist of two patch-

es of both XY Sertoli cells and XX granulosa cells,

so that the gonads should initially differentiate as

ovotestes. This is in agreement with the report of

Bradbury.

The cell-autonomous Y-action model also pre-

dicts that granulosa cells should be exclusively XX
in XX<^XY female chimaeras. However, there is

a report of two XX^XY female chimaeras in

which XY cells could contribute to the granulosa

cells [146]. Recently, Burgoyne et al. [147], and

Palmer and Burgoyne [148] also found that XY
cells could contribute granulosa cells in the ovary

of XX^XY female chimaeras. Further, Palmer
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and Burgoyne [149] have shown that a minor

proportion of XX Sertoli cells is also present in

testes of fetal, prepuberal and adult XX<->XY

chimaeras. Although the Sertoli cells were not

exclusively XY cells, there was a strong XY bias

that was already established at fetal stage. On the

other hand, there was no XY bias in any of other

cell types at all three stages. Patek et al. [150] also

demonstrated in the gonads of a series of adult

XX<->XY chimaeras generated by injecting male

embryonal stem cells into unsexed host blastocysts

that both XX and XY cells were found in all

somatic tissues of the gonads, but Sertoli cells were

predominantly XY and granulosa cells predomi-

nantly XX. Two groups have argued that XY
Sertoli cells form first by cell-autonomous mechan-

ism and XX cells are locally recruited at a step

between the expression of Tdy and the formation

of testicular cord [149, 150].

All studies on the fate of the supporting cell

lineage in XX^XY chimaeras seem to lend sup-

port the cell-autonomous Y-action model. The

sequence of Sry has suggested that it codes for a

DNA-binding protein which would be expected to

act cell-autonoumously, which is also compatible

with the model. The model assumes that Sertoli

cells and granulosa cells develop from a common
bipotential progenitor. There are evidences sup-

porting this view [151, 152], but this question

remains unsolved [153].

There are several instances of "transdifferentia-

tion" phenomenon of granulosa cells into Sertoli

cells, whether naturally occurring or experimental-

ly induced. When twin bovine fetuses of opposite

sex share a commoncirculation as a result of fusion

of placental blood vessels the ovaries of the female

fetus are transformed into sterile testes, showing

somewhat masculinized phenotype (freemartin).

According to the histological observation of Jost's

group [2], freemartin gonad does not show any

sign of masculinization during the period of tes-

ticular differentiation in the male cotwin. Subse-

quently, during the period when the masculine

organogenesis of the genital tract of the normal

male fetuses proceeds rapidly, oogonial prolifera-

tion and gonadal growth are severely inhibited in

the freemartin gonad in contrast to the normal

female gonad, followed by depletion of germ cells

and eventually the formation of small cords of

Sertoli-like cells. Recently, Vigier et al. [154] have

reported that fetal rat ovaries exposed to purified

bovine anti-Mullerian hormone (AMH) show mas-

sive loss of germ cells around the time of onset of

meiotic prophase, and then ovarian inhibition,

tunica albugenia formation and subsequent forma-

tion of seminiferous cord-like structure, indicating

that AMHcauses gonadal lesions similar to that

described in the freemartin gonad. Carpentier and

Magre [155] showed that when cultured in contact

with female genital tracts from 14.5 d.p.c-rat

fetuses, comprising both ovaries and sex ducts,

testes from 17.5 d.p.c-rat fetuses, but not adult rat,

induced the formation of seminiferous cord-like

structure in the ovary delineated by a basement

membrane, and functional masculinization evi-

denced by AMHproduction. Across a distance,

the fetal testes failed to induce masculinization.

They concluded that the capacity of developing rat

testes to induce both morphological and functional

masculinization of the fetal ovaries in vitro was

restricted to those testes producing diffusible

AMHin large amounts. Behringer et al. [156]

observed that in ovaries of transgenic female mice

chronically expressing human AMHthe germ cells

was markedly depleted after birth and the somatic

cells became organized into seminiferous cord-like

structure. These results suggest that the transdif-

ferentiation of pregranulosa cells into Sertoli cells

and appearance of seminiferous cord-like structure

are secondary to the loss of germ cells caused by

AMH. However, seminiferous cord-like struc-

tures were also observed in the ovaries of aged

female rat, indicating that not only pregranulosa

cells but also granulosa cells seem able to trans-

differentiate into Sertoli cells [157]. A detailed

study of the experimentally induced "transdif-

ferentiation" phenomenon in mice has been per-

formed by Taketo-Hosotani et al. [158, 159].

Mouse fetal ovaries grafted beneath the kidney

capsules of adult male host first continues to

develop morphologically as normal ovaries, pre-

granulosa cells differentiate and form the sex cords

containing oocytes, but gradually the oocytes de-

generate and pregranulosa cells transdifferentiate

into Sertoli cells, followed by the formation of

seminiferous cord-like structure. They have pro-
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vided convincing ultrastructural evidence that the

Sertoli cells are derived from pregranulosa cells.

They also found both peritubular myoid cells and

testosterone-producing Leydig cells only around

well-developed seminiferous cord-like structure.

They emphasized that granulosa cells needed to

attain an advanced developmental stage before

these cells transdifferentiate into Sertoli cells.

There are many reports on the alteration of ova-

rian development experimentally induced by graft-

ing fetal ovaries into adult hosts or by culturing

them in vitro together with testes. Most of the

studies indicated severe deletion of germ cells and

differentiation of seminiferous cord-like structures

in the female gonads. However, recently Hashi-

moto et al. [160] showed that when 12.5-d.p.c

mouse ovaries were dissociated, reaggregated by a

gyratory culture and then transplanted into ova-

rian bursa in ovary-ectomized nude mice, XX
supporting cell could morphologically transdiffe-

rentiated into Sertoli cells in the absence of the

germ cells, forming empty testicular cord. But

differentiation of other cell lineages required the

contributions of XY cells. In contrast, aggregates

containing both XX germ cells and XX somatic

cells developed into ovaries instead of testicular

tissues. Based on these observations, they sug-

gested that Tdy action was not involved in dif-

ferentiation of Sertoli cells.

Tdy expression is crucial for testis determina-

tion. How can we explain these transdifferentia-

tion phenomenon, especially those without in-

volvement of the genes on the Y chromosome?

Burgoyne et al. [144] suggested that the gene

activity which defines the Sertoli cell phenotype

does not involve genes on the Y chromosome. But

it seems necessary to think that the expression of

one of the genes acting after Tdy in the hierarchy

of the regulatory genes somewhat changes.

CONCLUSION

The basic embryonic plan of sexual differentia-

tion in mammals is inherently feminine. The

development of a mammalas male is triggered by a

gene (Tdy) on the Y chromosome. Recently TDF
and Tdy have been almost certainly identified with

new genes (SRY in humans and Sry in mice) on the

Y chromosome. As described above, Sry has

genetic and biological properties expected of Tdy

as follows: 1) It is a sequence conserved on the Y
chromosomes of all mammals shown to adopt the

Y-chromosomal sex-determining mechanism. 2) It

maps to Sxr', the minimal portion of the Y
chromosome shown to confer maleness. 3) It is

deleted in the Tdy ml X¥ female mouse. 4) It is

transcribed at the predicted time in embryonic

urogenital ridges. For these reasons, Sry has been

proposed to be a candidate for Tdy. This gene

seems to encode a DNA-binding protein with

activity of transcription factor, is thought to act

cell-autonomously in the ancestral supporting cell

lineage of the gonadal ridge, and to trigger their

differentiation along the Sertoli cell pathway. In

the absence of the gene, the bipotential gonad

follows the ovarian pathway.

Sex determination in mammals is thought to be

controlled by a series of genetic regulatory systems

that constitute an orderly hierarchy. The Tdy has

been believed to be a master gene positioned at the

top of the hierarchy. However, the transient

induction of Sry transcription at a critical stage of

testis differentiation implies the existence of reg-

ulatory genes controlling Tdy. The hierarchy of

genes involved in sex determination in Drosophila

and Caenorhabditis has been explored and well

established [111]. In mammals, there are evi-

dences for involvement of both X chromosomal

and autosomal genes in the process of sex deter-

mination [161], but how they cooperate with the

gene on the Y chromosome is unknown. As

McLaren [162] mentions in her short review, "we

may be at the beginning of a gene-regulatory

cascade at least as complex and as fascinating as

those that are being unravelled in Drosophila and

Caenorhabditis''
1

.
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